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Rare Facture is: David Burdick (Left) & Tom Cella (Right)
P.O. Box 1126, Centerville, UT 84104
rarefacture.com

Artist:
Title:
EAN:
Format:
Release:

Rare Facture
Light in the Dark
889211578054
Digital+CD+Vinyl
June 30, 2015

Genre:
Electro pop/Dream pop/
Synth pop
Tracklisting:
Say Something
Perception
Oxygen
Nothing Matters
Metaphysical
This Broken Resolution
A Million Words
Light in the Dark
Believe
High Above
Discography:
Nothing Matters
(Digital) - Single, July 2014
This Broken Resolution
(Digital) - Single, September 2014
Light in the Dark
(Digital, CD, 12”), June 2015
Mirror Between the Seams
(Digital) - Single, December 2015

Formed in early 2014, by singer/songwriter/

Rare Facture. Not content to simply release an

producer Tom Cella and songwriter/producer

EP, the band strongly believed synthpop and

David Burdick, the Salt Lake City, Utah based

electropop music in the United States were in

duo has developed a strong following due to

need of a fresh perspective. With a strong back-

the band’s sonic blend of synthpop, trance

ground in EDM and Trance music, David and

and futurepop. With a focus on writing hook

Tom set forth on a quest to fuse the pulsating

driven, melodic dance music, Rare Facture has

rhythmic basslines that Trance music is known

received acclaim from critics and audiences.

for, with the melodic and emotional nature of

Contact:
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The band’s first single, “Nothing Matters” was

synthpop. A full ten tracks of originally com-

released in July, 2014 and has received airplay in

posed material is the result, with tones varying

 SoundCloud:

countries all over the world.

from euphoria to broken hearted sorrow.

Facebook:
facebook.com/rarefacture

The duo followed up with a single titled

Rare Facture have been heavily influenced by

Bandcamp:
rarefacture.bandcamp.com

“This Broken Resolution” in September of 2014,

bands from yesterday and today. Fans have

and released their first full length album

described the music as dreamy and euphoric.

 Reverb Nation:

titled ‘Light in the Dark’ on June 30th, 2015.

Those who like the works of ERASURE, M83,

reverbnaton.com/rarefacture

Newly formed, the duo quickly made a splash

and ABOVE & BEYOND shouldn’t pass this

 Web:

in electronic music circles with the release of

album by.

rarefacture.com

Nothing Matters. Light in the Dark is the culmi-



nation of a year’s worth of work in the studio by

Nothing Matters Remix
(Digital) - EP, December 2015
Perception Remixes
(Digital) - EP, January 2016
Year founded: 2014
Bandmembers:
Tom Cella
David Burdick
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